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Effective contact tracing for hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C 
virus (HCV) infection could enhance disease control, especially in 
populations with low HBV vaccination rates and high prevalence of 
untreated HCV infection. We evaluated a low-cost approach to HBV/
HCV contact tracing in injection drug users (IDUs). Index cases 
(n=26) were IDUs who seroconverted to HBV and/or HCV during 
a prospective cohort study in Seattle. Interviewers elicited index 
cases’ recent injection partners and administered recall cues and 
other techniques to boost recall. Index cases received vouchers 
for free hepatitis testing, which they were to give to locatable 
partners. Persons redeeming vouchers also received small monetary 
incentives. Most (26/40) seroconverters participated in the paid 
contact interviews. Index cases reported many partners (mean=17), 
and in the aggregate, index cases indicated they could refer more 
than one third of their elicited partners for testing. Overall, only 
17 persons were ultimately referred and just eight of these were 
confirmed as partners sought for referral. The supplementary 
elicitation techniques, and especially the recall cues, increased 
reporting of injection partners substantially. The injection network 
constructed from reported partnerships was mostly connected and 
cyclic. Successful contact tracing in IDUs likely requires active 
involvement by public health staff to locate and notify exposed 
injection partners.

Introduction
The two basic approaches to contact tracing for infectious disease 

are provider referral and patient referral [1,2]. In provider referral, 
health workers elicit infected persons’ contacts, obtain identifying 
and locating information on those contacts, and then locate them 
to notify them of their exposure and provide counselling, testing, 
treatment and/or vaccination. In patient referral, infected persons 
are instructed by health workers to notify their contacts and refer 
them for testing, treatment and/or vaccination. 

Contact tracing for hepatitis B and C viruses (HBV and HCV) in 
most communities defaults to patient referral or even no contact 
tracing at all. In some communities, contact tracing may also be 
initiated by public health staff in response to a case report or 
a request from a clinician or patient, but such efforts may be 
quite limited due to the extremely low rate of HBV/HCV case 
reporting, particularly for injection drug users (IDUs) [3,4]. Health 
departments in a few communities, however, have implemented 

routine, proactive HBV control programmes that include tracing 
index cases’ sexual and household contacts [5,6]. To our knowledge, 
no routine contact tracing programmes have been described in the 
literature for HBV in IDUs or for HCV in any population.

Nevertheless, there are potential disease control benefits of 
effective HBV/HCV contact tracing programmes for IDUs. IDUs 
have low rates of HBV vaccination (in recent studies, 4-22% of 
IDUs without active or past infection had been vaccinated [7-9]) 
and contact tracing offers an opportunity to vaccinate susceptibles 
who have had risky contact with infected persons. Also, through 
HCV contact tracing, many HCV-infected IDUs can be identified and 
evaluated for treatment of their infections. IDUs treated for HCV 
infection, including those who continue to inject, show effective 
sustained virologic responses comparable to patients without 
a history of illicit drug injection, even over long post-treatment 
follow-up periods [10]. 

In this article, we report an evaluation of a patient referral 
contact tracing programme for HBV and HCV infection in IDUs. We 
also describe the impact of supplementary interviewing techniques 
for eliciting contacts and assess epidemiologically relevant aspects 
of the injection network ascertained through the programme. 

Methods 
Participants
Participants were IDUs who seroconverted to HBV or HCV during 

a prospective cohort study of incident HCV infection conducted in 
Seattle, United States (US), between 2004 and 2006. IDUs were 
recruited into the cohort study from the county jail, two needle 
exchange programmes, street locations where IDUs were present, 
and by referral from another research study and from eligible 
participants. Individuals who had injected drugs at least once in the 
previous six months, spoke English, were 15 years of age or older 
and tested negative for HCV antibody were eligible for the cohort 
study. Cohort study participants were scheduled for HBV and HCV 
antibody testing and counselling every six months during the study 
period. Sera were screened for HCV antibody (anti-HCV) with a third 
generation enzyme immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago). 
Sera were screened for hepatitis B core antibody (anti-HBc) using 
an enzyme immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago). Anti-HBc-
seronegative participants, some of whom may have been previously 
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vaccinated, were referred to free HBV vaccination services near 
the study office. (None of the study staff were licensed nursing or 
medical providers and consequently were legally prohibited from 
vaccinating participants.) Seroconversion was determined by the 
appearance of anti-HCV or anti-HBc in a previously seronegative 
individual.

A total of 211 IDUs completed at least one of the follow-up 
assessments. During the course of the cohort study, 36 participants 
seroconverted to HBV and/or HCV, and 23 (64%) agreed to 
participate in the contact tracing study, which was formally separate 
from the cohort study.  (Unfortunately, we did not collect data on 
reasons for not participating in the contact tracing study.)  All 
seroconverters were referred to a hepatitis clinic for free medical 
evaluation. Four additional IDUs with prevalent HCV infection at 
baseline were also invited, inadvertently, to participate in the contact 
tracing study; three of them agreed to participate. For ease of 
presentation, we group these additional cases with the prospectively 
identified seroconverters. Thus, the overall participation rate in 
the contact tracing study was 65% (26/40). Participants in the 
contact tracing study received USD 20 for their participation, and 
all provided written informed consent. The University of Washington 
Human Subjects Review Committee approved the study.

Interviewing procedures
Four trained study staff served as interviewers for this study 

(including one who had served as an interviewer in a prior HCV 
contact tracing study [11]). At the beginning of the interview, 
interviewers explained to index cases the purposes of contact 
tracing and how the interview related to those goals. Interviewers 
then asked index cases to recall their injection partners during the 
12 months preceding the interview, a period which encompassed 
most or all of the time after index cases had seroconverted. Injection 
partners were defined as persons who had injected drugs together 
with an index case, regardless of whether they had shared needles 
and including persons who injected the index case and persons 
whom the index case injected.

Interviewers began eliciting partners by asking index cases to 
list their partners freely. When index cases indicated they did not 
have or could not recall any more partners, interviewers prompted 
non-specifically (e.g. “who else did you inject drugs with …?”). 
Interviewers prompted in this way until the index case insisted 
he or she could recall no additional partners. Next, interviewers 
slowly read the list of elicited partners back to the index case to 
ensure the partners were correctly recorded, and then prompted 
non-specifically again. 

At this point, interviewers briefly explained to index cases that 
our past research showed that people often forget some of their 
partners. Interviewers then administered location and network recall 
cues to elicit additional injection partners [12-14]. We used the 
same 17 locally-relevant and empirically-derived location cues for 
enhancing recall of injection partners that we had used previously 
with Seattle IDUs [13,14]. For the location cues, interviewers asked 
index cases to think of all the people they had met or injected 
with at a particular place (e.g. a motel) during the recall period, 
and to list any additional partners if they had forgotten to mention 
them earlier. For the network cues, interviewers read back the 
list of partners elicited so far in the interview. For each partner, 
the interviewer asked the index case to think of other people who 
interact with or know that partner and to list those with whom the 

index case had injected during the recall period but whom they 
had forgotten to mention earlier. 

After elicitation, index cases indicated those partners whom they 
knew how to locate and those whom they planned to refer to the 
contact tracing study. Interviewers collected first names or street 
nicknames for all elicited partners. 

Referral procedures
Index cases received numbered vouchers to give to the partners 

whom they agreed to refer to the study for testing. Each voucher 
indicated that it could be redeemed for USD 5-15 for participation 
in a confidential study on drug use and health, and listed a 
telephone number for scheduling an appointment. Interviewers 
coached index cases how to refer their partners. Index cases were 
to emphasise that hepatitis was highly prevalent in IDUs and that 
study participation involved free hepatitis testing, and they were 
also to highlight the benefits of such testing. Index cases were not 
instructed to report their seroconversions to their partners or notify 
them of specific potential exposure to HBV and/or HCV. 

When referred persons scheduled their appointments by 
telephone or came to the study site to redeem their vouchers, 
interviewers determined whether they matched any of the partners 
whom the corresponding index cases had agreed to refer. Matching 
was based on the voucher redeemer’s name, voucher number and 
name of the person the redeemer said they had been referred by. 
Referred persons who did not appear to match the sought partners 
were still eligible to participate. Voucher numbers were not required 
for participation, if the index case accompanied the referred 
person to the study site. Each referred person was paid USD 5 for 
redeeming the voucher and was then offered free counselling and 
antibody testing for HBV and HCV. Those who received counselling 
and testing were paid an additional USD 10. Persons testing anti-
HBc-negative were referred for free HBV vaccination and those 
testing positive for HBV or HCV were referred to the hepatitis clinic 
for free medical evaluation. 

Statistical analysis
We computed descriptive univariate statistics on index cases’ 

characteristics, contact tracing outcomes, and the number of 
partners recalled at different stages in the interview, as well as 
proportional increases in the number elicited during different stages. 
To assess the representativeness of participating seroconverters, 
we compared them with seroconverters who did not participate 
in the contact tracing study in terms of demographics, drug use 
and injection risk behaviours, using appropriate measures and 
tests of association. We also calculated Pearson correlations for 
selected predictors of the number of additional partners elicited by 
the supplementary techniques. In addition, we computed Pearson 
correlations for each index case between whether a partner was 
elicited before or by the recall cues and whether a partner was 
locatable. We summarised these coefficients with the mean 
correlation weighted by the number of partners elicited and the 
associated cumulative Z score [15]. Finally, we produced a graph 
of the injection network with a spring embedder algorithm as 
implemented in NetDraw 2.4 (Analytic Technologies, Lexington) 
(we manually repositioned a few nodes for clarity). In a Note at the 
end of this article, we describe procedures for identifying elicited 
partners uniquely. 
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Results 
Index case characteristics
There were no meaningful or statistically significant differences 

between seroconverters who participated in contact tracing and 
those who did not in terms of age, sex, race, education, employment, 
welfare, marital status, homelessness, recent incarceration, 
hepatitis B vaccination, hepatitis A vaccination, depression, 
behavioural sexual orientation, recent mental health treatment, 
current methadone treatment, age at first injection, recent needle 
exchange participation, or estimated numbers of recent injection 
partners/needle or syringe sharing partners/injection partners with 
whom other injection paraphernalia were shared. Twenty-two index 
participants seroconverted to HCV and four seroconverted to HBV; 
one seroconverted to both HBV and HCV at the same assessment. 
Index cases included 20 men and six women, and their mean age 
was 31 years (median=30, range=17-46). Seventy-two percent 
of index cases were white, 12% were American Indian or Alaskan 
Native, and 16% belonged to another ethnic/racial group. 

Contact tracing outcomes
Index cases reported a mean of 17 (median=16, range=2-58) 

injection partners. Twenty-three of the 26 index cases agreed to 
refer one or more partners. Of the 447 elicited partners, 160 (36%) 
were sought for referral. (One index case was interviewed on the 
second to last day of the study, and therefore was not asked to refer 
his eight partners). Seventeen (10%) referral vouchers, linked to 
nine index cases, were redeemed. Only eight of those vouchers were 
matched with confidence to a partner sought for referral by the 
corresponding index case, although two of these redeemers denied 
being current injectors. The available evidence suggested a further 
three persons redeeming vouchers were probably partners of the 
corresponding index case. Ten of 16 tested contacts were anti-HCV 
positive, and three of 14 were anti-HBc-positive. There were no 
meaningful differences in HCV or HBV prevalence between contacts 
matched to sought partners and those presenting vouchers who were 
not matched to sought partners. Some index cases spontaneously 
indicated why they would not refer partners. The reasons included 
the belief that most partners were already HCV infected (n=2 index 
cases), court order to stay out of a drug area where most partners 

were located (n=1), refusal to “hunt down” partners (n=1), partner 
in inpatient drug treatment or hospital (n=2), and a dying partner 
who posed no transmission risk (n=1). 

Impact of supplementary elicitation techniques
Index cases listed a mean of nine and median of eight injection 

partners before the supplementary elicitation techniques were 
administered. The Table shows that each supplementary elicitation 
technique elicited a noteworthy number and proportion of additional 
injection partners beyond those elicited in prior stages of the 
interview. Non-specific prompting and reading back the list each 
elicited additional injection partners from approximately half of 
the index cases. The additional partners reported in each of these 
stages represented 11-20% increases in the number of partners 
elicited on average. Most index cases listed additional injection 
partners in response to the location and network cues, and each 
set of these additional partners boosted the number elicited by 14-
29% on average. The supplementary techniques, in combination, 
elicited additional injection partners from 89% of index cases, and 
resulted in a mean of eight additional partners reported (essentially 
doubling the number elicited, on average). 

The location cues were moderately more potent than the network 
cues. For the typical index case, 0.21 additional injection partners 
were elicited per location cue and 0.14 additional partners were 
elicited per network cue.

The number of partners index cases recalled before administration 
of the recall cues correlated positively with the number recalled 
in response to the location cues (r=.45, p<.05) and network cues 
(r=.26, p>.05). The number of freely recalled partners, however, 
was only weakly related to the number of additional partners elicited 
from nonspecific prompting (r=.13, p>.05) and reading back the 
list (r=.15, p>.05).

Eighteen index cases recalled partners both before the cues and 
by the cues; the two groups varied in locatability. Partners elicited 
by the cues tended to be somewhat less likely to be locatable or 
sought for referral (weighted mean r= -0.27, cumulative Z= -4.3, 
p<.001, median = -.20, range = -.82 to .68; 83% negative). In 

T a b l e

Effectiveness of the supplementary elicitation techniques

Stage of elicitation % listing partners Mean number 
listed (SD)

Mean % increase 
(SD)a

Free recall 100 9.4 (8.1)b ---

Supplementary techniques

Non-specific prompting 62 1.5 (1.8) 20 (26)

Reading back the list 42 1.2 (2.0) 11 (19)

Location cues 73 3.5 (3.2) 29 (27)

Network cues 58 1.6 (3.0) 14 (26)

Combined 89 7.8 (6.3)c 96 (87)d

Total 100 17.2 (12.2)e ---

Note: Summary based on 26 index cases. 
aPercent increase over partners elicited up to that point in interview;
bMedian = 8, range = 1 to 43;
cMedian = 8, range = 0 to 20;
dMedian = 78, range = 0 to 360; 
eMedian = 15.5, range = 2 to 58.
SD: standard deviation.

F i g u r e

Main component of injection network among index cases 

Triangles: index cases; circles: partners (who did not also participate as 
index cases).
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the aggregate, for all 26 index cases, injection partners elicited 
by the supplementary techniques were somewhat less likely to be 
locatable or to be sought for referral than those elicited during free 
recall (27% versus 47%).

Description of injection network
The Figure shows the main component (set of persons connected 

directly or indirectly by reported injection contact) of the injection 
network, based on reports from all 26 index cases. Index cases are 
represented as triangles, and partners who did not also participate 
as index cases are shown as circles. The main component includes 
14 of the 26 index cases; other index cases were not linked to 
each other directly or indirectly, as far as we could determine. We 
excluded 76% of elicited partners from our analysis of the injection 
network because we could not identify them uniquely (the partners’ 
first names were not rare, we judged their street nicknames not 
to be unique, or index cases referred to them with descriptions 
only). For clarity, partners mentioned by only one index case are 
not represented in the Figure, even if they had a rare first name or 
unique nickname.

Despite the severe restrictions on the data included for analysis, 
the measured network is fairly connected and cyclic (a cycle is 
a path involving more than two nodes that starts and ends at a 
particular node and, when it is traversed, each node is visited 
only once). However, index cases’ recall periods were only 38% 
concurrent. That is, the sum of the pair-wise temporal overlap 
between index cases’ date-specific recall periods was 38% of the 
sum of the maximum possible overlap of index cases’ recall periods 
(i.e. if all index cases had been interviewed on the same day). 
This means that some of the connectedness (and corresponding 
transmission potential) shown in the Figure might not have been 
present had the timing of partnerships been considered. 

Discussion
Most IDUs who had recently seroconverted to HBV and/or HCV 

agreed to participate in patient referral contact tracing. Index 
cases reported many partners in contact interviews, and in the 
aggregate, index cases indicated they could refer more than one 
third of their elicited partners for testing. However, very few persons 
were ultimately referred and only half of them were confirmed 
as partners sought for referral. The supplementary elicitation 
techniques, and especially the recall cues, increased reporting 
of injection partners substantially. In all respects, our results 
mirrored prior evaluations of these techniques in other studies 
[13,14], and the evidence of the techniques’ effectiveness is 
now strong enough to make these techniques part of the standard 
interviewing practice for eliciting injection and sex partners [12]. 
Although partners elicited by the techniques were less likely to be 
locatable in the present study, technique-elicited partners are as 
likely as freely recalled partners to be infected with HCV [14]. The 
observed injection network was significantly connected and cyclic, 
as in previous studies of injection networks [11,16,17]. These 
structural characteristics are associated with epidemic spread of 
HBV, HCV, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and other sexually 
transmitted diseases [11,17-23]. The degree of connectivity and 
cyclicity we observed represents a minimum; with more complete 
data, network connectivity and cyclicity could only increase.

Our contact tracing procedures differed from conventional 
patient referral approaches in several ways that could have 
influenced the outcome. Index cases referred their partners for 
testing without notifying them of their specific exposure to HBV 

and/or HCV, although index cases were instructed to emphasise the 
high rate of infection among IDUs. Nonetheless, partners might not 
have appreciated the urgency for testing given this less personalised 
notification. Also, we paid index cases to participate in a contact 
interview. Many public health officials might not choose to make 
such payments for routine contact tracing, and it is unknown whether 
infected injectors would be willing to participate in contact tracing 
without such remuneration. Similarly, we paid referred partners for 
testing, and that might have increased the chance that a referred 
partner presented for testing. Furthermore, after completing the 
baseline interview in the cohort study, participants could refer 
other IDUs (regardless of whether they had injected together) to 
the cohort study. Referred persons were screened for eligibility and 
paid incentives, and index cases also received a “bounty” payment 
for each person successfully referred. Participants could make such 
referrals only at this initial point in the cohort study. We lacked 
sufficient resources in the contact tracing study to make payments 
to index cases for each partner referred. Index cases may have been 
less motivated to refer partners after having had the opportunity 
earlier to refer more easily located persons (any drug injectors) and 
earn additional money for doing so. 

Despite these limitations, our contact tracing results are likely 
applicable to the investigation of any infectious disease in IDUs. To 
our knowledge, all prior successful contact tracing efforts with IDUs 
have been based on provider referral [17,24-29]. The spontaneous 
comments from some of our index cases about why they would not 
refer partners indicate that practical barriers to successful patient 
referral may be common among IDUs. Nonetheless, IDUs are willing 
to participate in contact tracing, but generally prefer that health 
workers locate and notify partners [25]. Our results suggest that 
provider referral is an essential ingredient of any contact tracing 
effort in IDUs. Moreover, highly connected injection networks imply 
that HBV/HCV transmission still might be controlled – to some 
extent – through contact tracing, even if some infected IDUs do 
not participate [30].

We identified index cases and reported partners as uniquely as possible by: 

1. Partner nicknames mentioned multiple times that we judged to be 
uncommon(e.g. names similar to “Dragon”, “Twist”, and “Crocodile”) and 
thus very likely to refer to the same person in this local setting; 

2. Partner first names mentioned multiple times that were rare in the general 
population and thus very likely to refer to the same person (<0.1 persons 
expected to have a particular first name among the total number of partners 
mentioned by the index cases, as estimated from the Social Security 
Administration’s first name database stratified by decade of birth (http://
www.ssa.gov/OACT/babynames/), weighting by the frequency of index cases by 
birth decade, and accounting for whether a name was used for females or 
males; birth decade weighting was based on decades of index cases’ births, 
because Seattle IDUs tend to inject with similar age partners [11]); 

3. Rare first names (by the same criterion) mentioned by index cases as partner 
names and which also were the names of other index cases.

By these criteria, the 16 reported partners included in analysis were uniquely 
identified by five nicknames, seven male first names, and four female first names. 
We performed simulations in which we randomly sampled first names from the Social 
Security Administration database with replacement for sample sizes equal to that of 
named partners in our study. Most simulation trials yielded no rare (<0.1 expected 
mentions) first names that were sampled two or more times, indicating our criterion 
was conservative (simulation details available on request).
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